JDA31586CA215
PP-RSEP33
DE-RBWDKE 78
ZBR

P 20021431

TO RBHPJ/CCG D FOURTEEN

INFO RJW2DK/AFSCD LOSA
RBHPJ/PACHISRA/REP KANEOLI
RSEP33/CONDTCOGARD

NAVY INDC DT

ICLAC X COMPACHISRAAN HAS REG URGENT REQUIREMENT FOR TELEMETRY STA ON TERN IS TO BE OPERATIONAL IN IMMEDIATE FUTURE FOR INDEF EXTENDED PERIOD IN SUPPORT OF SATELLITE PROGRAM X REQ YOUR CONCURRENCE ASAP.

IN UTILIZATION OF SITE AND YOUR SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR ESTABLISHING HOST/TENANT RELATIONSHIP OR OTHER DESIRABLE METHOD FOR BASE SUPPORT AS HEREAFTER DESCRIBED X ALFA X PROVIDE AREA FOR TELEMETRY STA SITE

CONSISTING OF TWO TRAILERS AND ONE VAN X STA POWER SELF-SUPPORTING X BRAVO X PROVIDE MEETING CTR WATER CTR AND BEATING FOR THREE TO SIX PERSONNEL X CHARLIE X PROVIDE ADMIN COMM AVAIL FOR LIGHT TFC X DELTA X

PROVIDE DOCKING AND CARGO HANDLING FAC FOR OFF-LOADING 35,000 LBS TO BE TRANSPORTED BY SHIP OR BARGE X REP KANEOLI WILL CONTACT YOU FOR LOCAL LIASON

BT
CFM 35,000
22/22/1492

OPERATIONS-SHORE UNITS

U.S. COAST GUARD
SEP 22 1992

OPERATIONS-SHORE UNITS
FN CCGD FOURTEEN

TO RBUDKE/CMPWCMISRAN

INFO RBEPJD/COMDT COGARD
RBHPO/PACMISRANREP KANEHO
RJWBA/AFBMD RMYA

USCG GRNC
BT

UNCLAS X YOUR 2022137 X CONCUR UTILIZATION LIMITED SPACE TDNR ISL AS DISCUSSED WITH PMR REP KANEHO X MESSING AVAILABLE WITH ONE

MESS COOK PROVIDED BY PMR X OFFICERS AND CIVILIANS PAY THIS COMMAND BY CHECK FOR MEALS X SUPPLIES CMM ENLISTED SUBS AND

FUEL NOT TO EXCEED 250 GAL/NO BILLED AT COST EF 1950 MONTHLY X DUE CRITICAL BERTHING FACILITIES NECESSARY PMR PROVIDE COTS

BEDDING ETC TO BE PLACED IN STATION RECREATION BUILDINGS X LIMITED ADMIN COMM SERVICE AVAILABLE X ONLY SMALL BOAT CHANNEL APPROACH

FROM SWA X DOCK LANDING LIMITED TO TWO TONS X NO HEAVY CARGO HANDLING EQUIP AT SITE X BEACH LANDING OPERATION NECESSARY

BT

CFN 2022137 250 GAL/NO 1950
C WA 1950 MONTHLY
22/19147

OPERATOR'S RECORD AND DATE

DG60